
 
LED Tea Light Lantern 

 
 

Craft Bag Includes:  
Clear plastic film, flameless LED candle with double-sided 
tape, paper strip, paper top, tape, string 
 
Instructions: 
1. Peel backing off double-sided tape and carefully stick  
    the side of the clear plastic film that does not have holes      
    around the candle. Cover only half of the double-sided      
    tape so you can apply the paper strip in the next step. 
2. Stand the tea light flat on the work surface and apply   
    the paper strip around the edge, covering the    
    remainder of the double-sided tape. You can secure  
    the edge with tape. 
3. Overlap the edges of the paper circle to pull into  
    shallow cone shape. Secure this in place with a small  
    piece of tape. 
4. Thread the string through the holes on the cone top and  
    the top of the lantern and tie and knot together on the  
    inside. 
 
Lift up the loop on the lantern, turn it on, and enjoy your 
LED tea light lantern! 
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